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In order for check scanners to produce consistently clean check images, they require regular
preventative maintenance. With that in mind, organizations utilizing checks scanning equipment
such as banks and other financial institutions are now searching for the latest check scanner
cleaning solutions to ensure that, when customers require high quality scans, the equipment
functions perfectly for the job at hand. As specialist suppliers of a variety of check scanners, printing
equipment as well as many other high quality products, UniLink Inc. is the number one source for
check scanner cleaning solutions that will keep operations running smoothly.

Since the company's founding in 1988, UniLink Inc. has become one of the leading financial
services equipment to companies from a wide variety of industries across the globe. The company's
reputation for exceptional knowledge and unyielding honesty is legendary, and that's why so many
clients now trust their in-house equipment search to the company's team of equipment specialists.
The company goes to great lengths to develop strong relationships with their customers in order to
better understand their business needs. Even after the sale has been completed, the company's
team will maintain contact with the customer to ensure that the product they've ordered is working to
full capacity and meeting their business needs.

At UniLink Inc, customers are provided with a full selection of products for their precise
requirements. For example, the company offers a large number of check scanner cleaning solutions
that are designed to allow businesses to achieve flawless imaging with their check scanning
equipment time-after-time.

In terms of the company's check scanning solutions, the company has business links with all the
major manufacturers within the industry. Whether clients are searching for the latest product from
Burroughs, Canon, Epson, Digital Check or any other top company, UniLink Inc is the ideal source.
Clients may wish to take a closer look, for example, at the SmartSource Open Professional line of
check scanners from industry leaders Burroughs. This exceptional solution is designed to meet
customer needs in front office, back office and within merchant environments, encompassing a
versatile, high-value product that eclipses all others in its class in terms of performance.

The Burroughs SmartSource Open Professional line of check scanners features a new open feeder
design, which helps to reduce document preparation requirements and enables the easy loading of
documents by the operator with the automatic opening of the hopper when empty. One of the
leading advantages of this product is that it sets the standard for automation in the industry, as it
can be configured to start feeding automatically when documents are loaded into the feeder.

For organizations that have high volumes of checks to scan, this is the requisite solution. The
product is available in several different scalable styles depending on the business's needs. From
models that conduct high quality scanning of 30 documents per minute, to scanners that process
120 documents per minute, this line of exquisite solutions has the requisite equipment to meet all
contemporary business objectives.

For access to the industry's best equipment, including check scanners and check scanner cleaning
supplies, at prices that are far below the industry standard, pick up the phone and contact UniLink
Inc. today. Your business should be empowered by the latest innovations â€“ allow UniLink to show
you what you require to succeed
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About UniLink:

UniLink Inc. is the leading provider of financial printing equipment in the United States. Thanks to its
partnerships with the leading manufacturers in the industry, the company is ideally positioned to
provide businesses of varying sizes with innovative hardware that will directly meet their distinct
operational requirements. For more information, please go to unilinkinc.
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1300golimo - About Author:
UniLink is a proud provider of a financial printing equipment & remote deposit capture scanners and
is a one-stop shop for all your financial solutions needs. For more information, please visit a
www.unilinkinc.com.
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